since the inception of the statehood quarters commemorative coin program in 1999 millions of americans have discovered the joy of collecting these unique coins for these millions and for established collectors the gold standard in coin display and storage is the whitman classic album the original 50 hole whitman statehood album has sold more than 350 000 copies but for serious collectors a complete set of statehood quarters includes one coin from both the philadelphia and denver mints a response to the needs of these collectors and all those who simply want the best available statehood quarter showcase this deluxe album features one hole from each mint for all 50 states to hold a total of 100 coins with the new program introduced by the united states mint coin collecting has never been so interesting or exciting the wildly successful statehood quarter program produces over 6 billion quarters per year which are in turn collected by over 100 million americans the new whitman ten year folder provides 100 coin slots for each of the fifty states with room for both the philadelphia and denver mints the cover is the traditional whitman blue with gold embossing for a distinctive elegant appearance this is a must for any serious collector the fifty state commemorative quarter folder is something to be cherished by collectors of all ages a great new way to get kids involved in today s hottest collectible learn new geography history at the same time this folder holds the special washington quarters released in 2009 to honor the district of columbia and five u s territories it continues the current h e harris folders volume i ii 8hrs2582 8hrs2581 the wildly popular statehood quarter program from the united states mint is taking the nation by storm 6 billion statehood quarters are produced each year which in turn are collected by over 100 million americans and more people are starting to
collect them every day this colorful attractive coin folder features one slot for all 50 states and opens flat for all at once viewing new compact size display your quarter collection in this educational collector map archival safe board with openings for all 50 states plus all of the u s trust territories d c compact 10 x 11 25 folded 20 x 11 25 open all materials are inert and safe for your coins discusses the origins of the series of quarters with designs representing each state describes state entries where available and some of the themes likely to be chosen and provides information on coin collecting the state quarter program has made coin collecting cool what other activity requires treasure hunting skills and knowledge of history and delivers a decade of excitement the thrill of hunting for errors and an interest in u s history and state pride treat yourself and your favorite fan of state quarters to this beautiful three panel coin folder with 60 slots and intriguing anecdotes about these history making coins exciting new program beginning in january 1999 the u s treasury department began releasing the 50 statehood quarters they will continue to produce five new quarters a year until 2008 this program has spurred an amazingly widespread resurgence in coin collecting nationwide phenomenon never has coin collecting been so popular and so much fun since the first statehood quarter was released more than 100 million americans have caught coin collecting fever over 6 billion statehood quarters are produced each year the ultimate guide our book cover all the bases of the statehood quarters from their history and design to how readers can best collect and store their coins coming from whitman rm the most trusted coin resource and priced competitively ours will be the ultimate guide for statehood quarters enthusiasts all 100 million of them statehood quarter books are hot our own whitman rm statehood quarters folders and albums have more than 5 million copies in print expert author kenneth bressett renowned numismatics coin collecting expert and former president of the american numismatic association has written several works on coin collecting including the recent st martin s griffin title the whitman rm guide to coin collecting he is one of only five civilians to sit on the u s mint s statehood quarters program design advisory committee this glossy black and
white folder holds the state series quarters released from 2004 through 2008
an attractive gift for first time collectors 60 openings thanks to the statehood
quarter program coin collecting has never been more popular and to take
advantage of this new interest in the hobby we’re giving our complete line
of whitman classic coin folders a beautiful new look multi million dollar
cover updates for the entire whitman line true to life foil colors reflect and
beautifully represent the coins each folder holds e.g. copper foil for lincoln
cents silver foil for jefferson nickels traditional whitman blue vinyl matches
past whitman products thanks to the statehood quarter program coin
collecting has never been more popular and to take advantage of this new
interest in the hobby we’re giving our complete line of whitman classic coin
folders a beautiful new look multi million dollar cover updates for the entire
whitman line true to life foil colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins
each folder holds e.g. copper foil for lincoln cents silver foil for jefferson
nickels traditional whitman blue vinyl matches past whitman products
exciting new program beginning in January 1999 the u.s. treasury
department began releasing the 50 statehood quarters they will continue to
produce five new quarters a year until 2008 this program has spurred an
amazingly widespread resurgence in coin collecting nationwide
phenomenon never has coin collecting been so popular and so much fun since
the first statehood quarter was released more than 100 million americans
have caught coin collecting fever over 6 billion statehood quarters are
produced each year the ultimate guide our book cover all the bases of the
statehood quarters from their history and design to how readers can best
collect and store their coins coming from whitman rm the most trusted coin
resource and priced competitively ours will be the ultimate guide for
statehood quarters enthusiasts all 100 million of them statehood quarter books
are hot our own whitman rm statehood quarters folders and albums have
more than 5 million copies in print expert author kenneth bressett renowned
numismatics coin collecting expert and former president of the american
numismatic association has written several works on coin collecting including
the recent st. martin’s griffin title the whitman rm guide to coin collecting

2023-01-08
is one of only five civilians to sit on the U.S. Mint’s Statehood Quarters Program Design Advisory Committee. Each Search Save Volume consists of a 64-page book bound with a Whitman Classic Coin Album page for storing and displaying a coin collection richly illustrated and entertaining. Search Save volumes are intended for beginning to intermediate hobbyists and as a fun way to introduce newcomers to active coin collecting. In 1999, American started a 10-year celebration of the states that make up our great nation—the 50 State Quarters Program commemorated each state in the order that it joined the Union. Five new quarter dollar coins were issued every year from 1999 through 2008. Each has a unique reverse design symbolic of its state’s history, traditions, culture, or natural environment. In late 2007, Congress approved another coinage series for the quarter dollar to start in 2009. The new program gave us quarters for the District of Columbia and the five U.S. territories: the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.

In late 2007, Congress approved another coinage series for the quarter dollar to start in 2009. The new program gave us quarters for the District of Columbia and the five U.S. territories: the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. In order to house these new quarters, Whitman Publishing has updated the Statehood Quarters Album to include additional openings for your District of Columbia and Trust Territory quarters. Strong, soil-resistant Whitman albums are designed with thumb notches for easy window removal. Every album features a trademark grained leatherette cover, now with 60 openings. The United States Mint is pleased to announce the official designs for the first five coins in the American Women Quarters Program authorized by Public Law 116-330. This four-year program features coins with reverse tails designs emblematic of the accomplishments and contributions of trailblazing American women.
women beginning in 2022 and continuing through 2025 the mint will issue five quarters in each of these years the ethnically racially and geographically diverse group of individuals honored through this program reflects a wide range of accomplishments and fields including suffrage civil rights abolition government humanities science space and the arts the 2022 coins recognize the achievements of maya angelou dr sally ride wilma mankiller nina otero warren and anna may wong attractive oversize tri fold portfolio made of sturdy foam core board collect all the state quarters plus the district of columbia and the u s territories in this colorful durable map of the united states states are color coded according to the year that their state quarter was issued fun facts about each state are also included each coin slot on the map features the design specifically made for that state there is room to collect all 56 quarters from each of the two mints 112 quarters in all a new classic album 5 pages that will hold one quarter of your choice philadelphia denver or san francisco mints for each of the statehood quarters released the cornerstone george washington statehood quarters album is the perfect way to store collect and learn about the united states mint 50 state quarters series take your coin collecting to new places with this easy to use collector s quarters folder how about taking your collecting on a scenic tour of america s most breathtaking and revered national parks courtesy of this new america the beautiful national parks collector s coin folder this affordable and durable 3 panel folder contains 60 slots more than most folders to house all of the national parks quarters plus there is a slot each for the denver and philadelphia coin fronts from hot springs national park to tall grass national park you ll have a stunning showcase for your quarters along with geographic details and historical anecdotes about each national site featured as well as key coin specifications plus the front cover of this folder features the reverse image of each of the first five coins issued in this program a unique feature of the warman s national park quarters folders produced by krause publications the kid s statehood quarters collector s folder has fifty slots that correspond to each of the fifty states for fun safe storage of a statehood quarters collection this fabulous folder also includes a 32 page booklet that tells
kids lots of important info on starting a coin collection as well as specific facts about the statehood quarters and also gives the low down on other cool coins the united states mint mint is pleased to announce the official designs for the first five coins in the American women quarters program authorized by public law 116 330 this four year program features coins with reverse tails designs emblematic of the accomplishments and contributions of trailblazing american women beginning in 2022 and continuing through 2025 the mint will issue five quarters in each of these years the ethnically racially and geographically diverse group of individuals honored through this program reflects a wide range of accomplishments and fields including suffrage civil rights abolition government humanities science space and the arts the 2022 coins recognize the achievements of maya angelou dr sally ride wilma mankiller nina otero warren and anna may wong the u s mint has started issuing handsome new silver dollars featuring images of the presidents in the order that they served and this time they re taking a fresh contemporary approach beginning this year with george washington john adams thomas jefferson and james madison each coin will have large dramatic artwork bigger than ever before and display the statue of liberty on the reverse they ll also feature innovative edge lettering and a process to make the coins stay shinier longer this 4 part folder is a handsome practical way to collect those coins as they re issued and keep them in perfect condition over the years done in the same specs as the very successful 50 state quarters collector s folder more than 100 000 copies sold the presidential dollar collector s folder offers informative background material on the mint and the presidential coin program as well as selected highlights of each president s term in office with over 100 million americans collecting the statehood quarters our statehood quarters folders have never been more popular statehood volume 1 2000 2001 has sold more than 1 6 million copies to date volume 2 is the next in this classic statehood folder series and features slots for one quarter from each the philadelphia and the denver mints for the 20 states with commemorative statehood quarters to be released from 2002 2005 in the authors own words this new edition of strike it rich with pocket change dispels the myths of
error coins and assists you in discovering marketing and researching rare coins that you can find in your pocket change more than 350 close up illustrations key identifying details and current market values help you decipher the difference between proper and error issues and varying types of coins in addition this unique must have how to also includes coverage of lincoln memorial cents roosevelt dimes washington quarters john f kennedy half dollars state quarters expert insight and advice about tools of the trade preserving coins buying and selling error variety coins terms and definitions associated with error coins whether it s a jefferson presidential dollar missing edge lettering that s worth 2 000 10 000 plus or a lincoln cent with trail marks that make it an error worth 1 3 there are hidden treasures to be found in your pocket change if you know what to look for to do its part in the war effort the u s mint changed from a copper cent to a zinc coated steel version for one year in 1943 rumor quickly spread that anyone who found a 1943 copper cent would be rewarded with a car from ford now you can display your collection of the legendary lincoln cents of 1909 to 1958 in this beautiful four panel coin folder larger in size than the average folder this unit has room for 144 coins the most of any similar folder the cornerstone george washington national park quarters album is the perfect way to store collect and learn about the united states mint america the beautiful quarters series inside you will find informative facts about the national sites and parks protected by the federal government and historical data highlighting the significance of the national park quarter designs beginners will benefit from tips about how to grade and handle national park quarters along with information about how to assemble more advanced quarter type collections with the unique dual lenses page design you can view both the front and back of each coin while enjoying a fun educational and practical storage solution for your national park quarters no matter which denomination or series you choose to collect our albums are an ideal companion both for your coins and for your journey into the fascinating hobby of numismatics with over 100 million americans collecting the statehood quarters our statehood quarters folders have never been more popular statehood volume 1 2000 2001
has sold more than 1.6 million copies to date. Volume 3 features slots for one quarter from each the Philadelphia and the Denver mints for the 15 states with commemorative statehood quarters to be released from 2006-2008. The cover has a subtitle: "Collecting 2010-2021 America: The Beautiful Quarters and Other Coins Thanks to the Statehood Quarter Program. Coin collecting has never been more popular, and to take advantage of this new interest in the hobby, we are giving our complete line of Whitman Classic Coin Folders a beautiful new look. Multi-million dollar cover updates for the entire Whitman line true to life. Foil colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds, e.g., copper foil for Lincoln Cents, silver foil for Jefferson Nickels. Traditional Whitman blue vinyl matches past Whitman products. Thanks to the statehood quarter program, coin collecting has never been more popular, and to take advantage of this new interest in the hobby, we are giving our complete line of Whitman Classic Coin Folders a beautiful new look. Multi-million dollar cover updates for the entire Whitman line true to life. Foil colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds, e.g., copper foil for Lincoln Cents, silver foil for Jefferson Nickels. Traditional Whitman blue vinyl matches past Whitman products. Store and display all of the national parks quarters in this handy collector's folder beginning in 2010. The United States Mint will issue newly designed quarters featuring a national park or other site approximately every ten weeks, and this compact folder is the perfect place for collectors to store each new coin complete with historical information and details of the congressional act that initiated this special program. The folder will keep this commemorative series organized, accessible, and easy to show off. The noteworthy sites will come from all 50 states as well as Washington D.C. and five U.S. territories: Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and the Northern Mariana Islands.
2000-11-01

since the inception of the statehood quarters commemorative coin program in 1999 millions of americans have discovered the joy of collecting these unique coins for these millions and for established collectors the gold standard in coin display and storage is the whitman classic album the original 50 hole whitman statehood album has sold more than 350 000 copies but for serious collectors a complete set of statehood quarters includes one coin from both the philadelphia and denver mints a response to the needs of these collectors and all those who simply want the best available statehood quarter showcase this deluxe album features one hole from each mint for all 50 states to hold a total of 100 coins

Fifty State District of Columbia and Territorial Quarter Folder

2000-05-01

with the new program introduced by the united states mint coin collecting has never been so interesting or exciting the wildly successful statehood quarter program produces over 6 billion quarters per year which are in turn collected by over 100 million americans the new whitman ten year folder provides 100 coin slots for each of the fifty states with room for both the philadelphia and denver mints the cover is the traditional whitman blue with gold embossing for a distinctive elegant appearance this is a must for any serious collector the fifty state commemorative quarter folder is something to be cherished by collectors of all ages
Statehood Quarters Starter Pack

2000-09-01

a great new way to get kids involved in today’s hottest collectible learn new geography history at the same time

Washington Quarter D. C and U. S Territories

COLL 2009

2008-08-15

this folder holds the special washington quarters released in 2009 to honor the district of columbia and five u s territories it continues the current h e harris folders volume i ii 8hrs2582 8hrs2581

Official Whitman Statehood Quarters Folder

2000-10-01

the wildly popular statehood quarter program from the united states mint is taking the nation by storm 6 billion statehood quarters are produced each year which in turn are collected by over 100 million americans and more people are starting to collect them every day this colorful attractive coin folder features one slot for all 50 states and opens flat for all at once viewing

Statehood Quarters Collector’s Map

2008-12

new compact size display your quarter collection in this educational collector map archival safe board with openings for all 50 states plus all of the u s trust
Territories D C compact 10 x 11 25 folded 20 x 11 25 open all materials are inert and safe for your coins

**The Official Whitman Statehood Quarters Collector's Handbook**

2000

discusses the origins of the series of quarters with designs representing each state describes state entries where available and some of the themes likely to be chosen and provides information on coin collecting

**NATL Park Qtr Folder**

2009-12-08

the state quarter program has made coin collecting cool what other activity requires treasure hunting skills and knowledge of history and delivers a decade of excitement the thrill of hunting for errors and an interest in u s history and state pride treat yourself and your favorite fan of state quarters to this beautiful three panel coin folder with 60 slots and intriguing anecdotes about these history making coins

**State Quarters 1999-2009 Collector's Folder**

2009-11-12

exciting new program beginning in january 1999 the u s treasury department began releasing the 50 statehood quarters they will continue to produce five new quarters a year until 2008 this program has spurred an amazingly widespread resurgence in coin collecting nationwide phenomenon never has coin collecting been so popular and so much fun since
the first statehood quarter was released more than 100 million americans have caught coin collecting fever over 6 billion statehood quarters are produced each year the ultimate guide our book cover all the bases of the statehood quarters from their history and design to how readers can best collect and store their coins coming from whitman rm the most trusted coin resource and priced competitively ours will be the ultimate guide for statehood quarters enthusiasts all 100 million of them statehood quarter books are hot our own whitman rm statehood quarters folders and albums have more than 5 million copies in print expert author kenneth bressett renowned numismatics coin collecting expert and former president of the american numismatic association has written several works on coin collecting including the recent st martin's griffin title the whitman rm guide to coin collecting he is one of only five civilians to sit on the u s mint's statehood quarters program design advisory committee

Official Whitman Statehood Quarter Collectors Handbook 12CD

2000-07-01

this glossy black and white folder holds the state series quarters released from 2004 through 2008 an attractive gift for first time collectors 60 openings

State Series Quarters 1999-2009 Collector's Map

2002

thanks to the statehood quarter program coin collecting has never been more popular and to take advantage of this new interest in the hobby we're giving our complete line of whitman classic coin folders a beautiful new look multi million dollar cover updates for the entire whitman line true to life foil colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds e.g. copper foil for
Washington Quarters

2004

thanks to the statehood quarter program coin collecting has never been more popular and to take advantage of this new interest in the hobby we re giving our complete line of whitman classic coin folders a beautiful new look multi million dollar cover updates for the entire whitman line true to life foil colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds e g copper foil for lincoln cents silver foil for jefferson nickels traditional whitman blue vinyl matches past whitman products

Coin Folders Quarters

1994-05-01

exciting new program beginning in january 1999 the u s treasury department began releasing the 50 statehood quarters they will continue to produce five new quarters a year until 2008 this program has spurred an amazingly widespread resurgence in coin collecting nationwide phenomenon never has coin collecting been so popular and so much fun since the first statehood quarter was released more than 100 million americans have caught coin collecting fever over 6 billion statehood quarters are produced each year the ultimate guide our book cover all the bases of the statehood quarters from their history and design to how readers can best collect and store their coins coming from whitman rm the most trusted coin resource and priced competitively ours will be the ultimate guide for statehood quarters enthusiasts all 100 million of them statehood quarter books are hot our own whitman rm statehood quarters folders and albums have more than 5 million copies in print expert author kenneth bressett renowned
numismatics coin collecting expert and former president of the american
numismatic association has written several works on coin collecting including
the recent st martin s griffin title the whitman rm guide to coin collecting he
is one of only five civilians to sit on the u s mint s statehood quarters program
design advisory committee

Quarters Coin Folder)

2001-03-01

each search save volume consists of a 64 page book bound with a whitman
classic coin album page for storing and displaying a coin collection richly
illustrated and entertaining search save volumes are intended for beginning
to intermediate hobbyists and as a fun way to introduce newcomers to active
coin collecting in 1999 american started a 10 year celebration of the states that
make up our great nation the 50 state quarters program commemorated each
state in the order that is joined the union five new quarter dollar coins were
issued every year from 1999 through 2008 each has a unique reverse design
symbolic of its state s history traditions culture or natural environment in late
2007 congress approved another coinage series for the quarter dollar to start
in 2009 the new program gave us quarters for the district of columbia and
the five u s territories the commonwealth of puerto rico guam american
samoanew the united states virgin islands and the commonwealth of the northern
mariana islands amazon com

Official Whitman Statehood Quarter Collecctors

Handbook 24FD

2000-07-01

new compact size display your quarter collection in this educational collector
map archival safe board with openings for all 50 states plus all of the u s trust
Search & Save: State Quarters

2016-05-24

A new coin program was approved at the end of 2007. It calls for the U.S. Mint to produce six unique quarters in 2009. These quarters commemorate the district of Columbia and the five United States trust territories: the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. In order to house these new quarters, Whitman Publishing has updated the statehood quarters album to include additional openings for your District of Columbia and trust territory quarters. Strong soil resistant Whitman albums are designed with thumb notches for easy window removal. Every album features a trademark grained leatherette cover, now with 60 openings.

Statehood Quarters Collector's Map

2008-12

The United States Mint is pleased to announce the official designs for the first five coins in the American Women Quarters program authorized by Public Law 116-330. This four-year program features coins with reverse tails designs emblematic of the accomplishments and contributions of trailblazing American women beginning in 2022 and continuing through 2025. The Mint will issue five quarters in each of these years. The ethnically, racially, and geographically diverse group of individuals honored through this program reflects a wide range of accomplishments and fields, including suffrage, civil rights, abolition, government, humanities, science, space, and the arts. The 2022 coins recognize the achievements of Maya Angelou, Dr. Sally Ride, Wilma Mankiller, Nina Otero Warren, and Anna May Wong.
Statehood, DC, and Territorial Quarters 1999-2009

2009

attractive oversize tri fold portfolio made of sturdy foam core board collect all the state quarters plus the district of columbia and the u s territories in this colorful durable map of the united states states are color coded according to the year that their state quarter was issued fun facts about each state are also included each coin slot on the map features the design specifically made for that state there is room to collect all 56 quarters from each of the two mints 112 quarters in all

Statehood Quarters

2008

a new classic album 5 pages that will hold one quarter of your choice philadelphia denver or san francisco mints for each of the statehood quarters released

Folder, American Women Quarters 2021; 2022-2025

2022-01-11

the cornerstone george washington statehood quarters album is the perfect way to store collect and learn about the united states mint 50 state quarters series

50 State Commemorative Quarters Collector's Map

2013-09-01
take your coin collecting to new places with this easy to use collector's quarters folder. How about taking your collecting on a scenic tour of America's most breathtaking and revered national parks courtesy of this new America the Beautiful National Parks collector's coin folder. This affordable and durable 3-panel folder contains 60 slots more than most folders to house all of the national parks quarters plus there is a slot each for the Denver and Philadelphia coin fronts. From Hot Springs National Park to Tall Grass National Park, you'll have a stunning showcase for your quarters along with geographic details and historical anecdotes about each national site featured as well as key coin specifications. Plus, the front cover of this folder features the reverse image of each of the first five coins issued in this program, a unique feature of the Warman's National Park quarters folders produced by Krause Publications.

**Statehood Quarters Album**

**1999-10-01**

The Kid's Statehood Quarters collector's folder has fifty slots that correspond to each of the fifty states for fun, safe storage of a statehood quarters collection. This fabulous folder also includes a 32-page booklet that tells kids lots of important info on starting a coin collection as well as specific facts about the statehood quarters and also gives the low down on other cool coins.

**The Official U.S. Mint**

**2001**

The United States Mint is pleased to announce the official designs for the first five coins in the American Women Quarters program, authorized by public law 116-330. This four-year program features coins with reverse tails designs emblematic of the accomplishments and contributions of trailblazing American women, beginning in 2022 and continuing through 2025.
will issue five quarters in each of these years the ethnically racially and geographically diverse group of individuals honored through this program reflects a wide range of accomplishments and fields including suffrage civil rights abolition government humanities science space and the arts the 2022 coins recognize the achievements of maya angelou dr sally ride wilma mankiller nina otero warren and anna may wong

**Statehood Quarters Album, 1998-2009 P&D**

2010-02

the u s mint has started issuing handsome new silver dollars featuring images of the presidents in the order that they served and this time they re taking a fresh contemporary approach beginning this year with george washington john adams thomas jefferson and james madison each coin will have large dramatic artwork bigger than ever before and display the statue of liberty on the reverse they ll also feature innovative edge lettering and a process to make the coins stay shinier longer this 4 part folder is a handsome practical way to collect those coins as they re issued and keep them in perfect condition over the years done in the same specs as the very successful 50 state quarters collector s folder more than 100 000 copies sold the presidential dollar collector s folder offers informative background material on the mint and the presidential coin program as well as selected highlights of each president s term in office

**National Park Quarters**

2010-08-09

with over 100 million americans collecting the statehood quarters our statehood quarters folders have never been more popular statehood volume 1 2000 2001 has sold more than 1 6 million copies to date volume 2 is the next in this classic statehood folder series and features slots for one quarter from
each the philadelphia and the denver mints for the 20 states with commemorative statehood quarters to be released from 2002 2005

**Kid's Statehood Quarters Collectors Folder**

2000-09-01

in the authors own words this new edition of strike it rich with pocket change dispels the myths of error coins and assists you in discovering marketing and researching rare coins that you can find in your pocket change more than 350 close up illustrations key identifying details and current market values help you decipher the difference between proper and error issues and varying types of coins in addition this unique must have how to also includes coverage of lincoln memorial cents roosevelt dimes washington quarters john f kennedy half dollars state quarters expert insight and advice about tools of the trade preserving coins buying and selling error variety coins terms and definitions associated with error coins whether it s a jefferson presidential dollar missing edge lettering that s worth 2 000 10 000 plus or a lincoln cent with trail marks that make it an error worth 1 3 there are hidden treasures to be found in your pocket change if you know what to look for

**Statehood Quarters 2**

2001-09-01

to do its part in the war effort the u s mint changed from a copper cent to a zinc coated steel version for one year in 1943 rumor quickly spread that anyone who found a 1943 copper cent would be rewarded with a car from ford now you can display your collection of the legendary lincoln cents of 1909 to 1958 in this beautiful four panel coin folder larger in size than the average folder this unit has room for 144 coins the most of any similar folder
the cornerstone george washington national park quarters album is the perfect way to store collect and learn about the united states mint america the beautiful quarters series inside you will find informative facts about the national sites and parks protected by the federal government and historical data highlighting the significance of the national park quarter designs. beginners will benefit from tips about how to grade and handle national park quarters along with information about how to assemble more advanced quarter type collections with the unique dual lenses page design you can view both the front and back of each coin while enjoying a fun educational and practical storage solution for your national park quarters no matter which denomination or series you choose to collect our albums are an ideal companion both for your coins and for your journey into the fascinating hobby of numismatics.

Presidential Dollar Collector's Folder

with over 100 million americans collecting the statehood quarters our statehood quarters folders have never been more popular. statehood volume 1 2000 2001 has sold more than 1.6 million copies to date. volume 3 features slots for one quarter from each the philadelphia and the denver mints for the 15 states with commemorative statehood quarters to be released from 2006 2008.

Statehood Quarters

cover has subtitle collecting 2010 2021 america the beautiful quarters and
Strike It Rich with Pocket Change

2021-05-04

thanks to the statehood quarter program coin collecting has never been more popular and to take advantage of this new interest in the hobby we’re giving our complete line of whitman classic coin folders a beautiful new look multi million dollar cover updates for the entire whitman line true to life foil colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds e.g. copper foil for lincoln cents silver foil for jefferson nickels traditional whitman blue vinyl matches past whitman products

Lincoln Cents 1909-1958 Collector's Folder

2009-11-28

thanks to the statehood quarter program coin collecting has never been more popular and to take advantage of this new interest in the hobby we’re giving our complete line of whitman classic coin folders a beautiful new look multi million dollar cover updates for the entire whitman line true to life foil colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds e.g. copper foil for lincoln cents silver foil for jefferson nickels traditional whitman blue vinyl matches past whitman products

National Park Quarters Album, 2010-2021 P&d

2009-11

store and display all of the national parks quarters in this handy collector’s folder beginning in 2010 the united states mint will issue newly designed quarters featuring a national park or other site approximately every ten
weeks and this compact folder is the perfect place for collectors to store each new coin complete with historical information and details of the congressional act that initiated this special program the folder will keep this commemorative series organized accessible and easy to show off the noteworthy sites will come from all 50 states as well as washington d c and five u s territories puerto rico guam american samoa the u s virgin islands and the northern mariana islands

**Presidential Dollars Folder**

2006-10-31

**The Cherrypickers' Guide to Rare Die Varieties**

1994

**Statehood Quarters**

2001-09-01

**Adventure Across the National Parks**

2010

**Washington Quarters, 1932-1947**

1988-07-01
Lincoln Cents

1990-02-01

America the Beautiful Quarters(tm) Collector's Folder 2010-2021

2010-05-04
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